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Structure of the presentation: three questions
• I. Introduction: probably known facts by now

• II. What economic measures have countries taken?
• III. How are countries “paying” for all this?
• IV. How are developing countries coping? Challenges,
Opportunities, and Recommendations
• 2020
• 2021 and beyond

I. Introduction: probably known facts by now
• Three months after the worldwide COVID-19 outbreak, most countries
around the world have put up diverse measures (packages) to help their
economies cope with the supply shock, as factories were shut down,
people were asked to stay home, and production and trade collapsed.

• This presentation provides a comprehensive overview of these
measures, makes some observations about the debt implications,
and offers ideas for the recovery, in particular for the developing
countries.

What is the COVID-19 from an economic point
of view? Supply or Demand shock?
• The COVID-19 may have some resemblance/parallel with the GFC of 2008-2009.
However, while latter was clearly a demand shock, the current one started as a
supply shock (although not your standard supply shock, e.g., oil).
• COVID-19: production has not declined as a result of failure of aggregate demand.
Rather, workers cannot go to the factory to make cars. Under these circumstances,
Governments cannot simply say “I will buy the cars” or increase incomes to enable
more car purchases because there are no cars to be sold.

• Certainly, by now there is a demand-side story behind the crisis (workers are
confined at home and do not go to the factory so they do not produce, do not
get paid, and cannot go shopping), but the problem began as a supply shock.

The GFC and the COVID-19
• GFC: the financial system exploded (financial crisis). There was a
solvency problem and the issue was how to recapitalize some
sectors, rescue money markets, and replace lost aggregate
demand. By way of analogy, the demand problem was that
workers could not buy cars (lack of demand). The lack of
revenues halted the production of cars.
• Like the GFC, the COVD-19 crisis also brings a huge financial
shock…However, because the current one is driven by a
macro/supply side “pause” on a massive scale rather than too
much debt/bad underwriting, here the immediate, huge fall in
revenues/incomes means nearly every
business/worker/municipality immediately became a much
greater financial risk, effectively downgraded for an uncertain
duration.

Sharpest slowdown since WWII
• The world is heading for the sharpest and deepest global slowdown since WWII: by
3%; advanced economies by over 6% -IMF; Developing Asia 2.2% –ADB. 2020 is
set to be the worst year for the global economy since the end of WWII, when
world GDP in 1945 plunged by 5.5%. Millions of jobs lost

• Estimates for the US:
•
•
•
•

1st qtr Real GDP = -4.8%
Jan/Feb were probably >0%
March was ≈ -15% for Jan/Feb/March to be -4.8%
So, if rest of 2020 is like March, then 2020 US Real GDP ≈ -13%

• Assuming that the virus is brought under control within a few months, the
subsequent rise in world GDP should also be sharp. However, it could still take
years for demand to recover completely. Most of the output lost in the first half of
this year will probably be lost forever.

World Real GDP (% y/y)

Sources: Maddison, Refinitiv, Capital Economics (CE),
How quickly will the world economy rebound?, 31st March, 2020

II. What economic measures have
countries taken?
• Dozens of different measures with very different purposes. Need to
understand differences and present them in a coherent framework
• Are the fiscal and monetary measures true stimulus packages?
• What are countries really doing and how much have they really
committed so far?
• ADB COVID-19 Policy Database (Version 1, April 20, 2020)
• https://jesusfelipe.com ; https://data.adb.org/dataset/adb-covid-19-policydatabase

• Provides detailed information about the measures taken by
countries around the world to contain COVID-19

Framework to classify measures: OperationsFinancial Statement Effects
• Operations—How does a given measure “work” its way through the financial system into
the economy?
• Does it provide liquidity that would normally be available but currently isn’t?
• Is the intent to stimulate private sector credit creation?
• Can the measure provide recipients with direct funds to pay bills, buy food, etc.?
• Accounting—How does a given measure affect the financial positions of households,
businesses, banks, government, and central bank?
• Who is bearing the ultimate financial risk of the measure?
• Does the measure increase recipients’ debts or net worth?
• Overall, then, what is the nature of a given measure’s macroeconomic impact?
• Is it stimulus or prevention?
• Which one (or several) of the following is its path to stimulus or prevention?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset price changes?
Private debt creation?
Delay of payment commitments?
Government or central bank claims on the private sector?
Contingent liabilities for government or central bank?
Direct improvement in the net financial position of the private sector?

Classification framework
Operational Details

Financial Positions


1.
Providing Liquidity




Loans from the central bank or government to the private and state/regional/local
sector

Plus “double counting” measures:
- 6. Previously budgeted spending
Government or central bank purchases of short-term assets from the private sector
- 7. CB purchases of gov securities
Regulatory or other changes that do not directly alter private sector financial - 8/9. International Assistance
statements



Increases in liabilities of the private sector and state/regional/local sector to the
government or central bank through loans to the financial sector (to enable further
lending to the financial and non-financial sectors) or secondary market purchases
of securities issued by the financial sector, businesses, or state/regional/local
governments



Interest rate changes, loan guarantees, and regulatory changes that do not directly
affect financial positions to encourage private credit creation



3. Increases in recipients’ liabilities through direct loans from the government or
central bank



4. Increases in ownership claims of the government or central bank through equity
investments in the business and/or financial sectors



5. Increases in income or reductions in costs or obligations through government
transfer payments, loan cancellation, tax cuts, forbearances, and so forth

2.
Encouraging credit
creation by the financial
sector

Direct funding

Additional category:
- 10. No breakdown

Country sheet example: 20 measures and subcategories
1 Actions to support normal functioning of money markets: short- * Actions that increase liabilities to the central bank or government
term lending (< 1 year) to all sectors except national
(standing/stabilization/repo facility)
government
* Non-lending actions (relax liquidity regulations, wider range of collateral
accepted, reserve requirements)
* Foreign exchange operations or domestic lending in foreign currency
* Exchange rate measures

Amount
devoted to
COVID-19:
Sum 1-5 (10)
(Stimulus +
Prevention)
+ 9 (Lender)

2 Encouraging private credit creation: long-term lending (≥ 1
year) to financial sector

* Actions that increase liabilities to the central bank or government
(secondary market purchases, asset purchases, corporate bonds)
* Non-lending actions (interest rates, capital requirements, lending standards,
oversight, etc.)
* Loan guarantees

3 Long-term lending to nonfinancial sector: business, households, * Actions that increase liabilities to the central bank or government (primary
and local governments (≥ 1 year)
market, direct loans)
* Forbearance
4 Equity claims on the private sector (equities, primary and/or
secondary, ETFs, etc.)
5 Direct support to income/revenue

* Health
* Non-health

6 Redirecting or reallocating previously budgeted spending
7 Central bank lending or purchases of government bonds

* Direct lending
* Purchases of bonds

8 International assistance (borrower/recipient)

*
*
*
*

9 International assistance (lender/donor)

* Swaps and clearing arrangements (lender)
* International loans and grants (lender/donor)

Swaps and clearing arrangements (borrower)
International loans and grants (recipient)
Asian Development Bank
Others

10 No breakdown
11 Other Economic Measures
12 Non-Economic Measures

See https://jesusfelipe.com; https://data.adb.org/dataset/adb-covid-19-policy-database

Macroeconomic Impacts
• (i) Every measure’s operational details 1 through 5 are
consistent with either stimulus (i.e., results in multiplier
effects greater than 0) or prevention of further
macroeconomic decline (i.e., similar to automatic
stabilizers but discretionary in this case).
• (ii) Every measure in 1 through 5 involves some
combination of asset price changes/support and/or
financial position effects for the private sector.
• Using the two-stage checklist below for all measures, the resulting checked
boxes for a given measure are consistent across countries implementing the same
measure:
• Main purpose (one):
• ☐ Stimulus
• ☐ Prevention
• Effects (several are possible):
• ☐ Change/support asset prices (1)
• ☐ Private debt creation (2)
• ☐ Delay payment obligations (3)
• ☐ Government/CB claims on private sector (4)
• ☐ Contingent liabilities of government/CB (5)
•
•

☐ Direct ↑ private sector net financial assets (6)
☐ Double counting (7)

Amount
devoted to
COVID-19:
Sum 1-5
(Stimulus +
Prevention)

Measure

Stimulus /
Prevention

Effect

1

Prevention

(1), (2), (4)

2

Stimulus

(1), (2), (4), (5)

3

Stimulus /
Prevention

(2), (3), (4)

4

Stimulus

(1), (4)

5

Stimulus

(6)

6

Stimulus /
Prevention

(7)

7

Stimulus /
Prevention

(1), (7)

8, 9

Prevention

(1), (7)

Careful with Double Counting, Accounting
Gimmicks, and Figures shown
• Double Counting—Central Bank purchases of government securities. These double
count a deficit; at most they might keep sovereign interest rates from rising. The
central bank still pays interest on its own liabilities created by the deficit, and reduces
its remittances to government in kind
• Accounting Gimmick—US $454B for ‘equity investments’ in Fed’s SPVs. This is
actually just a shield of up to $454B over the Fed’s own capital and its remittances to
the Treasury in case of losses. It provides the Fed with no added “ability” to lend and
the Treasury is neither issuing $454B in securities nor spending this $454B into the
economy

• Figures shown—Amounts already allocated – Estimates – Committed but not
allocated; Measures that do not entail spending

What measures have the 68 members
of the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) taken so far?
Source: Authors from information in ADB COVID-19
Policy Database, https://data.adb.org/dataset/adbcovid-19-policy-database. Version 1 (April 2020)

Plenty of interesting results already

ADB’s members: Total Amount (in USD) devoted to combat
COVID-19 (April 2020) – Sum measures 1-5
ADB’s Developing member economies
(DMCs)
ADB’s Non-developing member
economies (non-DMCs) -direct

TOTAL

European Central Bank
European Union

1,856,337,850,087
8,492,911,491,062

Total:
US $15,207
10,349,249,341,149 trillion

4,280,973,451,327
577,498,893,805

* Note: 9 out of the 68 ADB member economies have nothing (monetary amount). These are
Federated States of Micronesia, Georgia, Kiribati, Nepal, Niue, Solomon Islands, Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.

Amount devoted to combat COVID-19: Top 10
Amount per capita (USD)

Total amount (USD, mill) and % GDP
(1) United States

2,866,384

13.4%

(1) Germany

22,157

(2) Germany

1,837,389

48.3%

(2) Luxembourg

17,474

(3) People's Republic of China

1,342,248

9.9%

(3) Sweden

16,571

(4) Japan

1,008,453

19.4%

(4) Finland

12,836

(5) United Kingdom

519,631

19.2%

(5) Switzerland

10,683

(6) Italy

504,408

25.8%

(6) United States

8,761

(7) France

419,037

15.7%

(7) Italy

8,347

(8) Canada

296,129

18.0%

(8) Canada

7,991

(9) Australia

199,660

16.2%

(9) Australia

7,989

(10) Sweden

168,748

33.2%

(10) Japan

7,970

* Data as of April 2020.

Share of ADB’s regions in the DMCs’ total package
Total Package, USD (mill)
East Asia
Southeast Asia
South Asia
Central and West Asia
Pacific

1,856,337
(1,501,035) 80.9%
(242,995) 13.1%
(78,415) 4.2%
(31,687) 1.7%
(2,204) 0.1%

* Data as of April 2020.
** 9 out of 46 DMCs have zero amount. These are Federated States of Micronesia, Georgia, Kiribati, Nepal, Niue, Solomon Islands,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.

Amount devoted to combat COVID-19: Top 10 DMCs
Total amount (USD, mill) and % GDP
(3) People's Republic of China

Amount per capita (USD)

1,342,248

9.9%

(13) Singapore

7,515

109,828

7.0%

(18) Hong Kong, China

4,969

(17) Thailand

70,076

13.3%

(22) Republic of Korea

2,127

(18) India

66,375

2.4%

(23) Cook Islands

1,912

(19) Indonesia

57,099

5.4%

(26) Kazakhstan

1,163

(21) Singapore

42,375

12.1%

(27) Thailand

1,009

(23) Hong Kong, China

37,025

9.8%

(28) Malaysia

990

(25) Malaysia

31,215

8.8%

(29) People's Republic of China

964

(26) Viet Nam

23,192

8.9%

(30) Mongolia

623

(26) Kazakhstan

21,247

13.4%

(31) Bhutan

535

(12) Republic of Korea

* Data as of April 2020.

Amount devoted to combat COVID-19: Bottom 10 DMCs
Total amount (USD, mill) and % GDP

Amount per capita (USD)

(50) Myanmar

71.5

0.1%

(51) Cook Islands

36.9

11.1%

(52) Tonga

26.1

(53) Samoa

(50) Marshall Islands

119.8

(51) Bangladesh

70.0

5.4%

(52) India

49.1

24.6

2.8%

(53) Pakistan

37.7

7

3.2%

(54) Kyrgyz Republic

35.9

(55) Palau

6.9

2.4%

(55) Vanuatu

23.2

(56) Vanuatu

6.8

0.8%

(56) Sri Lanka

8.0

(57) Tuvalu

3.8

9.8%

(57) Afghanistan

3.6

(58) Nauru

3.3

3.5%

(58) Myanmar

1.3

(59) Lao People's Democratic Republic

1.1

0.01%

(59) Lao People's Democratic Republic

0.2

(54) Marshall Islands

* Data as of April 2020.
** Excluding economies with zero monetary amount. These are Federated States of Micronesia, Georgia, Kiribati, Nepal, Niue,
Solomon Islands, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.

Share (%) of each measure in the total package: DMCs
Total Package, USD (mill)
Functioning money markets (%)

1,856,337
16.83%

Credit creation (%)

7.56%

Lending to non-financial sector

2.17%

Equity claims on the private sector

0%

Direct support to income (%)

43.42%

No breakdown (%)

30.03%

* Data as of April 2020.
** 9 out of the 46 DMCs have zero amount. These are Federated States of Micronesia, Georgia, Kiribati, Nepal, Niue, Solomon Islands,
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.

ADB’s DMCs by region and by measure (% in DMCs’ total package)
East Asia

Southeast
Asia

South Asia

Central and
West Asia

Pacific

Total

Functioning money
markets

14.2

1.3

1.1

0.2

0

16.8

Credit creation

3.7

2.7

1.1

0.1

0

7.6

Lending to non-financial
sector
Equity claims on the
private sector

0

2.2

0

0

0.01

2.2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Direct support to income

33.5

6.8

1.7

1.4

0.04

43.4

No breakdown

29.5

0.1

0.3

0.1

0.07

30.0

Total

80.9

13.1

4.2

1.7

0.12

100

* Data as of April 2020.
** 9 out of 46 DMCs have zero amount. These are Federated States of Micronesia, Georgia, Kiribati, Nepal, Niue, Solomon Islands, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.

Share (%) of each measure in each region’s total package
East Asia

Southeast
Asia

Functioning money
markets

17.5

9.9

26.7

12.9

0

Credit creation

4.5

20.8

26.2

3.1

0

0

16.5

0

0

8.3

0

0

0

0

0

Direct support to income

41.4

51.9

41.0

80.5

32.3

No breakdown

36.5

0.9

6.2

3.4

59.5

Total

100

100

100

100

100

Lending to non-financial
sector
Equity claims on the
private sector

Central and
South Asia
West Asia

* Data as of April 2020.
** 9 out of 46 DMCs have zero amount. These are Federated States of Micronesia, Georgia, Kiribati, Nepal, Niue, Solomon Islands, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.

Pacific

Share (%) of each measure in total GDP: DMCs
Total GDP, USD (mill)
Total Package (mill) and %

23,780,162
(1,856,337) 7.81%

Functioning money markets

1.31%

Credit creation

0.59%

Lending to non-financial sector

0.17%

Equity claims on the private sector

0%

Direct support to income

3.39%

No breakdown

2.34%

* Data as of April 2020.
** 9 out of 46 DMCs have zero amount. These are Federated States of Micronesia, Georgia, Kiribati, Nepal, Niue, Solomon
Islands, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan.

Share (%) of each measure in the total package: Non-DMCs
Total Package, USD (mill)
Functioning money markets
Credit creation

Lending to non-financial sector
Equity claims on the private
sector
Direct support to income

8,492,911
8.83%
34.12%

1.11%
1.46%

43.52%

International swaps

4.72%

No breakdown

6.23%

Same as
DMCs

* Data as of April 2020.
** The New York Fed entered into temporary US dollar liquidity arrangements (swap lines) with the Reserve Bank of Australia, the Banco Central do Brasil, the Bank
of Korea, the Banco de Mexico, the Monetary Authority of Singapore, the Sveriges Riksbank, the Danmarks Nationalbank, the Norges Bank, and the Reserve Bank of
New Zealand.

Share (%) of each measure in the total package: EU and ECB
Total Package, USD (mill)
Functioning money markets
Credit creation
Lending to non-financial sector
Equity claims on the private sector

4,858,472
0.23%
89.16%
5.69%
0%

Direct support to income

4.08%

No breakdown

0.84%

* Data as of April 2020.

Share of each measure in total GDP: Non-DMCs
Total GDP, USD (mill)
Total Package (mill) and %

48,187,218
(13,351,383) 27.71%

Functioning money markets

1.58%

Credit creation

15.0%

Lending to non-financial sector

0.77%

Equity claims on the private sector

0.26%

Direct support to income

8.08%

International swaps

0.83%

No breakdown

1.18%

* Data as of April 2020.
** The New York Fed entered into temporary US dollar liquidity arrangements (swap lines) with the Reserve Bank of Australia, the Banco Central do Brasil, the Bank
of Korea, the Banco de Mexico, the Monetary Authority of Singapore, the Sveriges Riksbank, the Danmarks Nationalbank, the Norges Bank, and the Reserve Bank of
New Zealand.

• Package per capita appears to be:
• unrelated to the number of cases
and number of deaths (weekly
basis)
• unrelated to the decline in growth
rate before crisis started and
WEO (April 2020) forecast for
2020
• statistically related to GDP per
capita with an elasticity of 1.5
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Have countries seriously thought about the resources
devoted to combat COVID-19?
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III. How are countries “paying” for all this?
We will see mounting pressure on the share of government spending in GDP.
Governments around the world are stepping in as purchasers and insurers of
the last resort - and rightly so !!

Source: Philip Schellekens, IFC

Yes, government debt (domestic currency) is
going to increase ….so what?
Monetary Sovereign Nations
• Set interest on their own national debt
• Depreciations do not cause reversals in macroeconomic policies
Eurozone Nations
• ECB can stabilize default risk-spreads of sovereign debt
• Individual nations are dependent upon ECB’s “grace”

Developing & Emerging Nations
• Interest on national debt in own currency is a policy variable
• But, most have government debt in foreign currencies
• And many would reverse macroeconomic policy in response to depreciation

Even for non-monetary sovereigns, deficits later will be much larger without a strong rebound,
while interest rates now are very low

Liabilities of numerous central banks are ‘funding’ government deficits
Direct Central
Bank Loans or
Primary Market
Purchases

Quantitative
Easing

Explicit Bond
Rate Targets or
Yield Curve
Control

Sell Bills & Buy
Bonds

Funding by SOE
or Other
Government
Agencies*

Philippines

USA

Japan

India

China**

UK

Korea

Australia

Indonesia

ECB

Singapore

Mongolia

Thailand
Papa New Guinea
Bangladesh
Canada

Sweden
UK
Source: Authors from information in ADB COVID-19 Policy Database, https://data.adb.org/dataset/adb-covid-19policy-database
* The first 4 columns are category 7; for the final column increase in central bank liabilities is operational only, not a deliberate monetary
policy action. **China SOE/agency lending is to state governments, though government deficits in China are mainly incurred by state
governments instead of the national government.

Philippines Monetary Board
Assets

Liabilities/Equity

• 6 month repurchase agreement for 300B

(1)

• National Government (NG) spends 300B, creating 300B
reserve balances (RB)

(2)

+300B RB
-300B BTr Account

• Monetary Board (MB) drains 300B via Term Deposit
Facility (TDF) auction

(3)

-300B RB
+300B TDF

• Monetary Board pays interest (int) on new TDF balances
& reduces remittances to BTr by this same amount

(4)

+int TDF
-int BTr Account

• MB adds 300B RB by not rolling over 300B at TDF in order
to settle bond sale & achieve interest rate target, then
deposits proceeds from settling bond sale in BTr’s account

(5)

+300B BTr Account
-300B TDF

• BTr retires 300B repurchase agreement

(6)

+300B BTr Bond

-300B BTr Bond

+300B BTr Account

-300B BTr Account

What Changes if BSP Directly Credits BTr’s Account?
• Short Answer = NOTHING of macroeconomic significance
• Regardless of Whether BSP Directly Credits BTr’s Account . . .
o Recipient of spending still receives funds
o BTr still effectively pays interest on the deficit spending
o Interest rate on new debt is based on BSP’s target rate
o Quantity of reserve balances banks hold at BSP is unchanged

• Differences are operational, unrelated to economic impact
o BTr’s auction is delayed 6 months
o Reserve balances to settle auction held in TDF for 6 months

US can ‘fund’ > $1T with $0 previous balance, $0 bond
issuance, & $0 Fed support
$454 for ‘capitalizing’ new Fed lending facilities

$700B for Payroll Protection Program

• Capitalization legally enables greater loan losses; it does not
provide more financial capacity for Fed to lend

• Bank loans to eligible small businesses guaranteed by
government

• Effectively, Treasury has 1st loss position for (currently) 10%
of each facility it currently capitalizes, (currently) authorized
up to $454B total

• Loans are eligible collateral for banks to borrow from Fed

• Loan is forgiven if small business uses funds for specified
expenses (payroll, rent, utilities)

• For both, Fed’s loan losses may be booked as negative liabilities in special Treasury
account at the Fed; Fed’s equity not debited
• This protects Fed’s equity & its remittances to Treasury from being reduced by loan
losses or loan forgiveness; only Treasure expense is if Fed remittances fall due to IOR

• The Treasury is not itself spending; nor is it issuing bonds; nor does it require
previous $ balance in its account at the Fed
• The Fed is not lending to the Treasury or purchasing its liabilities

Central bank ‘funding’ of deficits & “gimmicks” are more
common than you may think …
“Gimmick”

How It’s Funded

Central bank funds
deficits

Government effectively services new debt as if it had issued its own liabilities, as a result
of reduced central bank remittances

Regulatory forbearance Bank’s loan loss essentially offset by a negative liability rather than equity deduction
Subsidized private debt
service for cancelled or This is effectively regulatory forbearance (above) plus the subsidized debt service to the
postponed payments to bank. Only government expense is the subsidy.
banks

Government loan
guarantees

(1) Regulatory forbearance when there are loan losses (above)
OR
(2) Loan loss covered by credit to bank’s reserve account at central bank, offset by debit
to government’s account. Only lower government expense is lower remittances

Recall from earlier ...
DMCs Are Using Fiscal Measures
1/2 as Much as Non-DMCs
NonDMCs
DMCs
Direct support to income (%GDP) 3.39% 8.08%

Summary: How are countries “paying” for all this?
• Fiscal commitments for COVID-19 will be huge, but (a) interest rates are
low, & (b) deficits will be larger without commitments now

• Fiscal sustainability is in theory about controlling debt service, which
monetary sovereigns can do
• About 15 central banks, including the ECB and some developing countries,
are already tying some debt service directly to the target rate
• Some of what appears to require funding does not require it in any
conventional sense (e.g., US capitalization of Fed facilities, loan guarantees)

• But … clearly, DMCs are currently less enthusiastic about deficits in
response to COVID-19

IV. How are developing countries coping?
Challenges, Opportunities, and Recommendations
Focus

Short term: relief and crisis
management in 2020

Medium term: recovery,
reactivation of the economy and
the need to boost demand in 2021
and beyond

• Focus on solving the health problem
• Set a floor to the economy: (i) income
support; (ii) assist businesses (ensure
liquidity; provide credit lines;
forbearance)
• IFIs assistance

• From crisis management to stimulating
the economy: measures already in place
aim at this
• Of paramount importance will be to
boost demand: (i) Fiscal policy will
remain vital; (ii) Monetary policy: room
in many countries to cut rates (where/if
transmission is strong)
• Direct lending from central bank to
firms
• Avoid cutting public services, especially
health

Themes
• Timing & Sequencing of Policies
• Mix of fiscal and monetary, and other
policies
• Financing mix: (i) Domestic currency;
(ii) Dollars
• SMEs/Informal Sector
• Role of International Financial
Institutions

• Resilience to the Next crisis
• Fiscal policy’s role: From Ugly Stepchild
to full Partner
• Monetary policy: Ending the Myths of
Independent Central Banks
• Think seriously about the future: your
development and growth model

A. Short Term: relief and crisis management in 2020
A.1 Timing and Sequencing of Policies
Provide Immediate
Financial Needs

Be Fast and Efficient

Avoid Repeated Political
Negotiations and Costly
Delays

• Cash inflows to households for basic needs and/or
delay/reduction/forgiveness for payment commitments
• Cash inflow to businesses to cover payroll, utilities, bills, taxes, etc
• Short-term loans for businesses to refinance working capital,
stabilize interest rates
• Onerous criteria up front can be slower; those in need may fall
through the cracks.
• Use tax code and other means later to target those that benefited
but didn’t need aid.
• Real-time triggers (e.g., ≥ X% fall in employment) that turn support
on (e.g., $Y transfer per month)
• Thresholds (e.g., ≥ Y% rise in employment) that taper and
ultimately end support.

A. Short Term: relief and crisis management in 2020
A.2 Fiscal & Monetary Policies
• Bigger deficits now to reduce shock’s impact & accelerate rebound
Run ‘Good’ Deficits Now to
reduce potentially much larger, negative cyclical-impacts to deficits
Prevent Larger, ‘Bad’ Deficits
now AND later.
Later
• Many options (Part III) for increasing financial positions that have
much smaller relative effects on government debt
Income Supports Are Usually •
Preferable to Credit Support

Credit Policy Should Reduce
Financial Fragility

•

It’s the difference between arriving at post-COVID with more debt
to service vs. picking up where left off when supply shock hit
Focus on actions that minimize household & business cash
outflows—for instance, enabling banks to refinance at lower rates
and to provide payment delays with low or 0 interest.

A. Short Term: relief and crisis management in 2020
A.3 Financing, SMEs, and Role of IFIs
How To Help SMEs—
Be Simple, Fast, & Quickly
Scalable

• The financial issues are in principle the same as with larger
businesses—cash inflows vs. cash commitments
• The differences are accessibility to aid/credit, sheer numbers in
each group, small monetary values
• Informal sector? Impossible; wrong way of looking at it

When To Borrow in Foreign
Currency?

• Financing crucial imports
• Offsetting capital outflow to safe havens

IFIs Should Accommodate
DMCs COVID-19 Response &
Rebound

• Debt cancellation
• ADB is already concessional; approved $20B
• Enable DMCs to delay repayment until rebound is past

B. Recovery: reactivation of the economy and the need to boost
demand in 2021 and beyond
B.1 Building Resilience to the Next Crisis
Become resilient • Assume no amount of “monetary policy credibility” or “fiscal soundness”
to inevitable flight
provides sufficient protection against a panicked rush to key currencies.
from your
• Build macroeconomic & industrial policy frameworks resilient to this assumption.
currency

In a crisis, what
you’ve permitted
is what you will
own

• Responding to a crisis, the central bank/government takes on private sector
financial positions
• Forbid, discourage, disincentivize, raise liquidity or capital charges, etc. against
activities you don’t want on your balance sheet during the expansion;
• It’s too late once the crisis arrives.

B. Recovery: reactivation of the economy and the need to boost
demand in 2021 and beyond
B.2 Fiscal Policy—From Ugly Stepchild to Full Partner
Inherent
Interdependence
with Monetary
Policy

•

The government’s account is a central bank liability; its operations necessarily
interact with central bank’s operations

•

There is NO ability to run a deficit in domestic currency without incurring interest
on government or (via reduced remittances) central bank liabilities absent a ZIRP.

Don’t Fear
Deficits for Their
Own Sake—They
Are Private
Surpluses

•

The coming decline in current account balances will require relaxed fiscal policies
to support private sector financial positions

•

Fiscal policy stimulates by enabling more spending out of more income; monetary
stimulates by encouraging more spending out of existing income

•

Increase automatic stabilizers

•

Build additional “rules-based” stabilizers that are triggered by economic
conditions, which then taper/cease when certain thresholds are reached

•

Create standing job offer for citizen participation in a permanent emergency
response corps of workers

•

Ultimately, replace the government budget constraint with an inflation constraint

Build a
Framework for
Fiscal Policy

B. Recovery: reactivation of the economy and the need to boost
demand in 2021 and beyond
B.3 Monetary Policy—Ending the Myth of Independent Central Banks
Build a
comprehensive
approach to
inflation

De-link interest on
the national debt
from monetary
policy
transmission

•

Economists & central bankers increasingly question how inflation arises

•

The price level of economic theory doesn’t exist in the real world—price indexes
are formed in government agencies that gather & weight price data

•

Build cross-ministry inflation targeting committees to monitor inflation dynamics
& provide specific policy advice, including forecasts of impacts from proposed
legislation.

• Preserves central bank independence if fiscal policy becomes more active
• Increased use of macroprudential tools to manage credit quality & quantity

• Postal accounts, central bank accounts for citizens, central bank digital currency all
increase relative demand for non-interest bearing government liabilities
• Shelter remittances to Treasury from Central Bank interest payments on liabilities

CONCLUSIONS
• COVID19 is the largest shock that the world economy has seen in
decades
• It has created an opportunity to build resilience into policy frameworks
• We see in this period the importance of a government and central bank
that, unlike the private sector, aren't concerned with profitability or
losses.

CONCLUSIONS
• Government intervention is necessary. Debt will increase but it will not
be a problem if policy makers understand what deficits are and their
role.
• For DMCs in particular, but also Eurozone nations, policy responses are
plagued by “sound finance” constraints built into policy frameworks
advocated by domestic/international institutions—replacing/overcoming
these is crucial to building economies resilient to crises

• It is time to be creative: (i) Short run: meet survival and financial needs;
(ii) Recovery: Build resilience to these types of crises

Thank you

